␣ particles emitted from an 241 Am radioactive source at energies of 5.4 MeV generate bursts of about ten electrons when passing through an aluminized Mylar foil. Besides the typical surface barrier electrons, the energy spectra of the secondary electrons clearly reveal two additional peaks. One at 66 eV is ascribed to aluminum LVV Auger electrons and another at 10.5 eV is attributed to the decay of aluminum volume plasmons. The well-resolved angular and energy distributions of these secondary electrons are used to calibrate the relative detection efficiencies of a large set of individual detectors of a complex multicoincidence system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental investigation of ion surface interaction leads to the development of specific detection setups able to analyze the reflected projectiles and various secondary particles in coincidence. 1, 2 Secondary particles, such as electrons and sputtered and desorbed ions, are emitted in the whole half space above the target surface plane. In order to optimize their collection, a large acceptance 2 multidetector was developed. 1 It is composed of a large set of microchannel plate ͑MCP͒ based detectors located on a half sphere above the target surface allowing, in principle, direct evaluation of a coarse angular distribution. In practice, the detection efficiency of MCP detectors is very sensitive to numerous parameters such as, bias voltage, interplate acceleration, etc. 3 Accurate calibration of the detection efficiencies of all the MCP detectors is mandatory to derive absolute yields and correct angular distribution from these multidetector experiments. We have developed an in situ calibration procedure built around a compact radioactive source emitting ␣ particles, each of them generating a burst of secondary electrons when passing through a foil. Taking the detection of the alpha particles as a starting signal, the time-of-flight ͑TOF͒ spectra of the secondary electrons recorded simultaneously on all the 15 electron detectors shows well-resolved peaks.
Comparison of these spectra recorded in coincidence allows determination of the relative efficiency. This calibration procedure can be easily repeated, for instance, after each baking of the vessel.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experimental setup has been described in detail elsewhere 1 and only a brief account is given here. This device, which is dedicated to grazing ion surface scattering experiments, is able to detect in coincidence the scattered projectile and the secondary particles. The former is detected by a two-dimensional position-sensitive detector while the secondary particles ͑electrons, ions, etc.͒ ejected in the half space above the target are collected on a large acceptance detector. For the present experiment, only the ''2'' multidetector for secondary particles is used. It is composed of 16 individual detectors made of a stack of two microchannel plates of 30 mm active diameter and mounted on a hemisphere surrounding the target. Fifteen detectors are located 60 mm away from the target center and distributed on three rows ͑referred to as TOP, MID, and LOW͒ at, respectively, 30°, 55.5°, and 67.5°from the target normal ͑see Fig. 1͒ . An additional detector ͑POLE in Fig. 1͒ is located at the top of the hemisphere, at 105 mm from the target. For each detector, the two MCPs are stacked in chevron and are simply separated by a 15 m ring-shaped aluminum foil. Such assembly requires neither interplate acceleration voltage nor the use of matched-impedance MCPs. A simple resistive voltage divider 1 placed outside the UHV vessel allows fine tuning of both the overall bias voltage and the voltage ratio between the two MCPs. Before the experiment, all these voltage dividers are adjusted to produce a pulse-height distribution as narrow as possible. From one detector to the other, the gain may vary by nearly a factor of 2, whereas with the low threshold used in our setup the background noise varies from a few counts per second up to a worst-case value close to 50 counts per second. These comparatively large count rates remain negligible in multicoincidence experiments.
Each MCP detector covers an approximately 0.2 sr solid angle except the topmost detector which covers only 0.067 sr. This results in a total solid angle of 48.7% of the half space. Note, however, that the detector arrangement was chosen to optimize the upward geometrical coverage. Therefore, a cosine or a cos 2 angular distribution of ejected particles leads, respectively, to 59% and 62% collection efficiency. Particles emitted from the surface drift freely to the 16 detection units of the 2 multidetector. Their energies are determined from their time of flight measured via a multichannel multihit time-to-digital converter ͑TDC͒.
During the calibration the target sample is replaced by a sealed radioactive source of Am material with an activity of 2000 Ϯ1000 Becquerels ͑Bq͒ decays by emitting primarily 5443 and 5485 keV alpha particles and 59.50 keV gamma radiation. 4 Such source are commonly used as portable sources for gamma radiography and also as ionization sources in commercial smoke detectors.
241
Am was chosen because the recoil nuclei are not fast enough ͑92 keV͒ to pass through the foil, thus avoiding any vessel contamination with radionucleides. The relatively long half life ͑432.7 years͒ was found to be convenient for reproducible operation. Due to the geometrical configuration of the source, most of the alpha particles are absorbed within the cylinder wall and only a small fraction of the emitted particle flux strikes the Mylar foil near normal incidence. The aluminized film does not stop the ␣ particles, which can then provide a start signal ͑Fig. 1͒ when reaching the pole detector biased at Ϫ500 V in order to reject all secondary electrons. The ␣ particles lose only 120 keV/m in Mylar and 155 keV/m in aluminum, resulting in an average energy loss of 176 keV as calculated with the TRIM code. 5 The resulting energy spread leads to insignificant uncertainty in the trigger time. The secondary electrons drift freely toward the detectors in a field-free region defined by a hemispherical grid, and are finally postaccelerated before they hit the frontside of the channel-plate biased at ϩ500 V. This ensures that the detection efficiency does not depend on the initial electron energy in the range considered here. Moreover, the MCP detection efficiency peaks around 200-500 eV. 6 In addition, this electric field, which attracts back the secondary electrons emitted from the ''blind'' interchannel web, increases significantly the detection efficiency. 7 The arrival times of the secondary electrons are simultaneously recorded with a 0.5 ns resolution on 15 channels of a multihit TDC ͑LeCroy 3377͒. We thus get the energy spectra as well as the spatial distribution of the emitted electrons.
An activity of 1940 Bq for our 241 Am source can be estimated from the average 10 hits/s counting rate measured on the pole detector. Assuming an almost 100% counting efficiency, this disintegration rate ͑activity͒ is easily calculated as the measured count rate times the 4 solid angle and divided by the 0.067 sr solid angle seen by the pole detector. The data are acquired during, typically, 10 h in order to provide sufficient statistics. Figure 2 shows TOF spectra measured on the three series of detectors. All spectra are nearly identical and composed of three peaks labeled A, B, and C. The latter corresponds to low-energy secondary electrons, whereas the two sharp peaks are most likely due to the decay of atomic or solid-state resonance and will be discussed in the next section.
III. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION
Only ␣ particles that strike the Mylar along the nearnormal axis hit the topmost detector and then trigger the acquisition, thus providing a cylindrical symmetry in the angular distribution of the emitted secondary particles. Indeed, Fig. 2 shows that the raw time-of-flight spectra associated with the detectors belonging to the same row are nicely superimposed on top of each other without intensity correction. The overlap is further improved using a scaling factor per detector, which are interpreted as the relative detection efficiencies of these detectors. For all but one detector, the relative detection efficiency does not exceed 10% deviation from the mean value associated with its row. Note that such a reasonable uniformity is observed only for the electron count rates in coincidence with the ␣ particles where the detector background noise is completely washed out. The small count rate dispersion justifies a posteriori the tuning procedure of individual MCP detectors. This straightforward calibration among detectors of the same row already allows the multidetector to be used for study of azimuthal dependences. This relative calibration is the only definite result of this experiment, however, the very limited dispersion observed for the three different rows is very encouraging and suggests that variation of the average detection efficiency from one row to the other is probably less than a few percent. To compare detectors from different rows, we have assumed that in each row the detector with the highest detection efficiency has reached the absolute value of 80% often quoted when using a retention field. 7, 8 An absolute detection efficiency ⑀ i can then be associated with each detector, allowing an evaluation of the doubly differential emission cross section. For a detector i specified by its polar angles i , i , the partial cross section is simply given by ‫(‪⍀‬ץ/ץ‬ i , i )ϭI i /(⍀ d N ev ⑀ i ) where I i is the intensity integrated over the surface of the detector, ⍀ d is the solid angle covered by the detector, ⑀ i the associated detection efficiency, and N ev is the total number of trigger events. From the electron time of flight, the triply differential cross section ‫(‪⍀‬ץ‪E‬ץ/ץ‬ i , i ,E i ) with respect to the electron energy E i can be derived. Since the azimuthal variation has been used for calibration, we focus here only on the polar angle dependence ‫ץ‬ p /‫ץ‬⍀( i ) associated with the three structures pϭA,B,C observed in the electron TOF spectra ͑Fig. 2͒. These are obtained as the relative weight of the three peaks in each TOF spectra times the averaged intensities measured in each row ͑Fig. 3͒. The intensity distributions of the sharp peaks are found to follow a cosine distribution, whereas the intensity of the low-energy peak presents a narrower distribution closer to a cos 2 distribution. From these rough angular distributions or from a fitted analytical form, the total cross section can be integrated. The result is expressed as the absolute emission yield associated with a given process per impact of an ␣ particle. For the three peaks A, B, and C, the absolute yields amount to 0.3, 0.3, and 8 electrons, respectively. Combining the efficiency dispersion among the 15 detectors, with an estimated 10% uncertainty on the 80% detection efficiency assumed for the best detector in each row, an overall uncertainty of 15% can be attributed to the absolute yields. The observed distributions do not reflect the angular distribution in the bulk since transport in the solid and refraction at the surface affect the electron trajectories. [9] [10] [11] For electrons created in the bulk, a cos angular dependence is commonly encountered resulting from the path length needed to reach the surface. 8, 12 The observed cosine distribution for electrons associated with peaks A and B seems to corroborate the interrow calibration. For electrons with a kinetic energy which compares with the value of the work function, refraction on the surface potential further affects the electron trajectories by favoring more normal outgoing angles as actually observed here for lowenergy electrons.
IV. ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRA
Transformation of TOF spectra to energy spectra is particularly sensitive to the determination of the time origin t o . In the present experiment, it takes 1.2 ns for a 5 MeV ␣ particle to reach the pole detector and to deliver the ''start'' signal. This is confirmed by the weak peak ͑arrow in Fig. 2͒ on the right-hand side of the spectra which is interpreted as due to photons emitted during the foil crossing. The time-toenergy calibration is readily obtained knowing the 60 mm distance between the foil and the hemispherical grid just in front of the detectors. Figure 4 shows the average TOP row spectrum plotted in an energy scale, with ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒ or without ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒ the E 3/2 Jacobian weighting factor introduced in the time-to-energy transformation. Figure 4͑b͒ ressembles the TOF spectrum and is presented only to highlight the high-energy side, whereas Fig. 4͑a͒ should directly compare with spectra recorded with the electrostatic analyzer. 9, [13] [14] [15] [16] The two ''sharp'' structures now appear at 66Ϯ12 eV ͑60 eV width͒ and 10.5Ϯ1.1 eV ͑3.3 eV width͒, respectively, while the continuous spectrum peaks around 3.00 eV with a 2.25 eV width. The high-energy peak can be unambiguously attributed to the aluminum LVV Auger electrons, well known in electron and ion interactions with aluminum targets. [17] [18] [19] The 10.5 eV peak is ascribed to the decay of volume plasmons ͓បϭ15.3 eV ͑Refs. 13-16͔͒, whose energy is transferred to a single electron which has to overcome the assumed ⌽ 0 ϭ4.3 eV work function (E c рបϪ⌽ 0 ). Our 3.3 eV experimental width has to be compared with the 2 eV natural width given by the plasmon lifetime 16 and an experimental resolution of 1 eV at this energy.
Volume plasmons have already been observed in electron spectroscopy by numerous authors, 9,12-14 such as Drex- ler and DuBois 9 for MeV protons traversing a thin carbon foil or Hasselkamp and Scharmann 14 for 500 keV H ϩ , He ϩ , and Ar ϩ ions on clean or oxidized aluminum targets. In these investigations the plasmon peak hardly appears as a change of slope on the high-energy side of the 3 eV background electrons. The most striking feature of the present spectra is the comparatively good contrast of the volume plasmon peak despite the oxide layer of 40 Å maximum thickness 20 covering our target. The expected enhancement of the contribution of the low-energy electrons from this overlayer 14 does not seem to spoil the resolution of the volume plasmon peak. The observed contrast between volume plasmons and lowenergy background electrons may be reasonably attributed to the use of a high-velocity doubly charged projectile 16 or to the forward detection geometry.
V. DISCUSSION
We have successfully calibrated a set of MCP detectors using a very compact and comparatively safe sealed radioactive alpha source of low activity. The impact of the 5 MeV alpha particles through a thin aluminum foil produces typical secondary electron energy spectra. The uncontrolled oxide layer covering the foil does not smear out the characteristic energy spectrum consisting of three well-identified structures around 3, 10, and 66 eV. The two higher-energy peaks have been ascribed, respectively, to the aluminum Auger electrons and to the decay of aluminum plasmons. Comparison with the characteristic peak energies derived following the timeto-energy transformation provides a useful confirmation of our energy-scale calibration. Exploiting the specific symmetry of the emission processes, the relative detection efficiency for three groups of MCP based detectors is achieved. From the observed intrarow uniformity, the calibration is extended to different rows and seems to be validated by the observed angular distribution. Although determination of the absolute efficiency relies on a normalization parameter, this type of experiment gives very reproducible results and provides a simple and reliable means to check the relative detection efficiency of a complex device.
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